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Since May 2005, the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)
has required U.S. airlines to file
monthly reports on pets that died or
were lost or injured during air trans-
port. Now that the regulations have
been in effect for more than a year, the
time is ripe to review how effective
the animal incident reporting require-
ments have been — as well as to con-
sider what they may portend for
other DOT rulemaking proceedings.

Despite the sunset of the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) more than
two decades ago, the economics of
commercial aviation continue to be

closely reg-
ulated in
comparison
to other
industries.
In some
cases, the
rules are a
c o n t i n u a -
tion of CAB
standards
that subse-
q u e n t l y
were trans-

ferred to DOT. For example, DOT has
the authority to sanction “[u]nfair
and deceptive practices and unfair
methods of competition” by airlines
and ticket agents1 — authority which
not only overlaps that of the Federal
Trade Commission but also preempts
state regulation.2 But many regula-
tions are of more current vintage,
having been promulgated by DOT.

The animal incident reporting
requirements are only among the
most recent.

There is no question that the ani-
mal incident reporting requirements
were well-intentioned. Whether they
are effective is a different issue. They
are extremely narrow in scope, and
thus do not provide a complete pic-
ture of the treatment of animals in
commercial aviation. But they also
implicate issues of broad concern,
such as the privacy of passenger data
— and also may provide some insight
into concerns that are relevant to all
DOT rulemaking proceedings.

The Background of the Regulations
According to the American Pet

Product Manufacturers Association’s
2005/2006 National Pet Owners
Survey, 63 percent of U.S. households
own a pet, including 90.5 million cats,
73.9 million dogs, and 45.8 million
birds, reptiles, and small animals.3
Indeed, pets are increasingly consid-
ered to be full-fledged household
members. A growing — if still novel
— topic of debate is to what extent
animals should be recognized by the
law to have rights and not to be mere
personal property. For example, in
2001 Rhode Island became the first
state to enact a definition of pet
“guardians” — as an alternative to
“owner” — into its animal cruelty
statutes,4 while a recent survey by the
American Association of Matrimonial
Lawyers reported that “pet custody”
was becoming a common issue in
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divorce cases.5
On the federal level, the principal

statute governing the treatment of
animals is the Animal Welfare Act of
1966.6 Although the authority grant-
ed to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) by the Animal
Welfare Act included the authority to
regulate the transportation of ani-
mals for research, experimentation or
“other purposes,” the USDA’s his-
toric emphasis has been on the use
and transport of animals in scientific
research and experimentation, and
not overall transport issues.7 USDA
has adopted regulations
for the treatment of ani-
mals in transport,8 but
airlines are only required
to register with USDA,
and not undergo the
licensing process that is
required of other facili-
ties.9

However, on April 5,
2000, the 2000 Wendell
H. Ford Aviation
Investment and Reform
Act for the 21st Century
(AIR 21) was signed into law.10 One
of the lesser-publicized provisions of
the wide-ranging law was section
710, which primarily required:

An air carrier that provides
scheduled passenger air trans-
portation shall submit monthly
to the Secretary a report on any
incidents involving the loss,
injury, or death of an animal
(as defined by the Secretary of
Transportation) during air
transport provided by the air
carrier. The report shall be in
such form and contain such
information as the Secretary
determines appropriate.11

Although DOT itself estimated
that more than two million animals
are transported by air in the U.S. each

year,12 more than two years would
elapse before DOT issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) for
the animal incident reporting
requirements.13 Most of the require-
ments were for basic information.14
However, the NPRM also provided
that, for the purposes of reporting,
the definition of an animal would be
limited to an animal “being kept as a
pet in a family household in the
United States, or is being transported
for the purpose of being sold as a pet
in a family household in the United
States.”15

DOT subsequently finalized the
rules in August 2003.16 More than
3,700 comments had been filed on the
NPRM, primarily by members of the
general public, but also by airlines,
aviation associations, and animal
welfare associations.17 However, the
only substantive change made by
DOT was the deletion of the “being
transported for the purpose of being
sold as a pet” clause of the above
proposed definition of “animal”;
DOT asserted that the definition
should be narrowed even further
because the legislative history of AIR
21 revealed an intent to require
reports only about household pets.
Nevertheless, almost two years
would elapse before the rule entered
into effect due to various delays,
including DOT’s decision that the
reports were better directed to its

own Aviation Consumer Protection
Division than to USDA’s Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service,18 as
well as the approval of the informa-
tion collection request by the Office
of Management and Budget.19

The Regulations in Practice
Based on the data collected by

DOT, incidents involving animals are
relatively uncommon on U.S. passen-
ger airlines. Between May 2005 and
June 2006, 15 airlines (including five
commuter airlines) filed animal inci-
dent reports, informing DOT of 31

deaths, 23 injuries, and eight
losses. Of the deaths, 24 were
dogs, four were cats, two were
birds, and one was a rat; of the
injuries, 17 were dogs and six
were cats; and of the losses, two
were dogs and six were cats.20

However, the manner of
DOT’s presentation of the col-
lected data has limited its utility.
DOT compiles the data only on
a month-to-month basis, which
impedes any ongoing analy-
sis.21 Moreover, the figures do

not distinguish between incidents in
which the airline was at fault, as
opposed to the owner (i.e., by sedat-
ing an animal with medicine intend-
ed for human use), a pre-existing
condition (i.e., animals with known
breathing or heart problems), or an
animal’s own efforts to escape its
kennel. Based on a review of the
reports to date, no deaths and only
two injuries and three losses clearly
can be attributed to airlines.22

An additional issue with the data
collected by DOT is that the report-
ing standards are vague. For exam-
ple, it is not clear if an airline must
file a report if a lost animal is recov-
ered within the same month.23
Indeed, the terms “death,” “injury,”
and “loss” are undefined; i.e., it is not
clear if an animal’s emotional dis-
tress constitutes an “injury” if it is
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not accompanied by physical dis-
tress,24 nor is it clear if an incident
should be categorized as an “injury”
or “death” if an animal dies after its
removal from an aircraft.25 Further,
the figures collected by DOT also
lack context, since they do not estab-
lish how many animals in total were
transported by the reporting airlines,
and thus what percentage of the total
are reflected by the incident
reports.26

Moreover, it cannot be deter-
mined if animal incidents are truly
uncommon, as the reports to date
suggest, or if the figures collected by
DOT are merely the tip of the ice-
berg.27 Congress is partly at
fault; section 710 of AIR 21
as enacted requires that
DOT collect reports only
from U.S.-flag airlines that
operate scheduled passen-
ger services.28 But DOT
also circumscribed the
reporting obligations to be
even more restrictive than
Congress’ mandate, with-
out adequate explanation.

Most notably, as dis-
cussed above, DOT has limited the
reporting obligation to incidents
involving a “pet” instead of an “ani-
mal.” But this distinction is anchored
in a brief passage of a conference
report, which stated the managers’
intent that DOT should:

[w]ork with airlines to
improve the training of
employees so that (1) they will
be better able to ensure the
safety of animals being flown
and (2) they will be better able
to explain to passengers the
conditions under which their
pets are being carried. People
should know that their pets
might be in a cargo hold that
may not be air-conditioned or
may differ from the passenger
cabin in other respects.29

DOT fails to establish how the
above discussion of DOT’s obligation
to assist with the training of airline
employees pursuant to § 41721(b) —
which in any case refers to both “ani-
mals” and “pets” — has any bearing
on the reporting obligations for “the
loss, injury, or death of an animal”
(emphasis added) pursuant to §
41721(a).30 In fact, in regard to the
latter, the conference report explicitly
states that “scheduled U.S. airlines
will be required to provide monthly
reports to DOT describing any inci-
dents involving animals that they
carry” (emphasis added).31

Moreover, DOT has not defined

“pet in a family household” — but
based on other definitions utilized by
DOT and other federal agencies, it
appears to exclude working animals
such as guide dogs.32 Thus, by
DOT’s interpretation of the statute,
incidents involving service animals
are not to be reported.33 Indeed,
given the emphasis that DOT places
on the quotation from the conference
report, it appears that the only
reportable incidents are those that
occur in an aircraft’s cargo hold, and
not in the cabin — in which airlines
must allow service animals to be car-
ried,34 and may allow other animals
to be carried. DOT has not offered
any explanation for these distinc-
tions.35

Finally, an issue that appears to
have received minimal considera-
tion from DOT is privacy. Incident
reports are required to identify an

animal’s owner. Although DOT to
date has redacted that information
from its monthly reports, it has not
established whether it considers that
identifying information to be public,
and available through a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request or
by other means.36 Additionally,
although animals themselves have
no privacy rights under FOIA,37
DOT should be alert that the infor-
mation in a report about an animal
may be sufficient to identify its
owner, and thus defeat the purpose
of redacting personal information.
For example, the report of a whippet
lost at John F. Kennedy International

Airport (JFK) in February
2006 can be used to identify
the dog’s owner, based on
public reports at that time of
just such a dog being lost at
JFK after the 2006
Westminster dog show.38 As
a general principle, DOT has
stated that “privacy is an
important value in our
Nation’s social, political, and
economic life,” but its actions
in regard to animals do not

appear to quite match the tenor of
its words.39

The Regulations as a Cautionary
Lesson

Upon initial review, the initial
results of DOT’s animal incident
reporting requirements are positive:
the death, injury, or loss of animals in
air transport appears to be rare.
However, upon scrutiny, the rules
could be described as a “dog [that]
did nothing,”40 despite their good
intentions. Not only are there unre-
solved issues about the scope of their
requirements, but to the extent that
their scope is clear, the requirements
are so narrow that the true frequency
of incidents involving animals in air
transport remains unknown.
Regrettably, the devil was never
exorcised from the details.

The regulations can be under-
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stood to offer a cautionary lesson —
i.e., of the importance of scrutinizing
whether regulations will accomplish
their goals, and what side effects they
may have — before they are adopted.
Moreover, they also warn of the
importance of responding to public
comments.41 The limited scope of the
animal incident reporting require-
ments has meant that even if flawed,
they have not imposed significant
unnecessary burdens on airlines. But
other pending rules could have signif-
icant consequences, and thus call for
careful attention. One example is the
pending rulemaking that would
revise DOT’s interpretation of the
requirement that U.S.-flag air airlines
be under the “actual control” of U.S.
citizens.42 A central issue in the pro-
ceeding — and a matter much debat-
ed by the parties that have filed com-
ments — is how underlying language
adopted by Congress can and should
be read by DOT.43

Conclusion
Kant remarked that “[i]f [man] is

not to stifle his human feelings, he
must practice kindness towards ani-
mals, for he who is cruel to animals
becomes hard also in his dealings
with men.”44 DOT’s animal incident
reporting requirements are based on
the accordingly admirable desire to
reduce the incidents of the death,
injury, or loss of animals in air trans-
port. But the implementation of the
regulations in practice has failed to
fulfill their theoretical promise, as the
rules are both exceedingly narrow
and yet vague in their terms. Most
strikingly, they unintentionally — but
inexcusably — exclude service ani-
mals. Future DOT proceedings should
ensure that their proposals are cau-
tiously scrutinized, so that the final
rules can accomplish their goals while
at the same time imposing the mini-
mal possible burdens on the industry.

Jol A. Silversmith is an associate with the
firm of Zuckert, Scoutt & Rasenberger

LLP, in Washington, D.C. The views
expressed in this article are the author’s
alone.
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